Learning Objectives
Three Components

Performance

Condition

Criteria
1. Destination for an instructional activity
2. Tells us how to recognize when the intended outcomes have been achieved
Cognitive Domain

Evaluation (Highest level)
Synthesis
Analysis
Application
Comprehension
Knowledge (Lowest level)
Practice

A good learning objective may look like:

*perform a task*

*Under a certain condition, based on the criteria.*
Sample Learning Objective

Write a job description for a project manager prior to the next team meeting using 750 words (+ or - 50 words), and approved by your immediate supervisor.
Sample Learning Objective

Establish project parameters during an initial client meeting consistent with standard operating procedures.
Create the foundation layer for a patchwork quilt using cotton blend fabric according to the samples on display.
Practice

While preparing a cake for a group of diabetic residents in a long-term care facility, add heavy cream according to the guidelines established by the National Dieticians Society.